'Racial' differences in genetic effects for complex diseases.
'Racial' differences are frequently debated in clinical, epidemiological and molecular research and beyond. In particular, there is considerable controversy regarding the existence and importance of 'racial' differences in genetic effects for complex diseases influenced by a large number of genes. An important question is whether ancestry influences the impact of each gene variant on the disease risk. Here, we addressed this question by examining the genetic effects for 43 validated gene-disease associations across 697 study populations of various descents. The frequencies of the genetic marker of interest in the control populations often (58%) showed large heterogeneity (statistical variability) between 'races'. Conversely, we saw large heterogeneity in the genetic effects (odds ratios) between 'races' in only 14% of cases. Genetic markers for proposed gene-disease associations vary in frequency across populations, but their biological impact on the risk for common diseases may usually be consistent across traditional 'racial' boundaries.